311 South Wacker is a home of true exposure – exposure to magnificent views, to the eyes of the business world, and to a Class A way of doing business. We provide space that brings inspiration, openness and a new light on business.
At 311 South Wacker, you’re just steps from everything you need and want. There’s no brighter address in Chicago for easy commuting, dining, and living. Just steps from three major rail stations, four "EL" lines, multiple bus routes and Chicago’s highways – it’s no wonder we’ve been named "a walker’s paradise."

Errands? Easy. Lunch? Just a stride away. Chicago’s Loop and all that it offers are just steps out the door. Take advantage of boutique or big name stores, personal services, eateries and a whole neighborhood of dining in the surrounding blocks.
IN LIGHT OF WHAT’S NEEDED

Space to take a board meeting...or to take a breather. There’s room here to relax, do business and to succeed.

46th floor Sky Lobby: Floor-to-ceiling windows offer glittering views of the Loop and lake.

Host a meeting for one — or many — in the top-flight Conference Center.

High-Wattage Workouts: shed new light on your health, fitness and physique in our new fitness center.
SOARING SPACES SPLASHED IN SUNLIGHT

Our unrivaled, glass-ceiling atrium soars 85 feet above a fine dining restaurant, fountain and an oasis of greenery.

GARDEN INSIDE, GARDEN OUTSIDE:
Welcome to lush greenery in the heart of the city. Step outside onto an acre of sunny, landscaped lawns and gardens. Catch a summer concert, a Forestier’s Market—or simply catch some sun. Stay connected with free Wi-Fi inside or out.
SEE WHAT THE BRIGHTEST ADDRESS IN CHICAGO OFFERS:

65 FLOORS
1.3 MILLION RSF
1 ACRE OUTDOOR PARK

46TH FLOOR SKY LOBBY
67 RESTAURANTS WITHIN A 5-MINUTE WALK
6 STORY ATRIUM